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Abstract. A multimedia framework and model are employed, to embrace the
interactive and visual presentation of a series of case-studies with large
conventional (static), and multi-mode (dynamic) data sets. This identifies
multifaceted presentation requirements. Graphs are utilised to enable rigorous
multimedia system (MMS) design, effortless updates and unproblematic future
expansion. Multimedia environments (MME) facilitate rapid prototyping and a
data-oriented approach is advocated. As a result, the customised presentation
attributes vary widely from case-study to case-study, touching upon aspects
such as interfaces, interaction, data-content organisation and presentation styles.
At the user-level, a number of novel features are introduced, beyond those
frequently observed in proprietory software. Interaction through multi-menus
engenders direct interfacing with the underlying graph, enabling effortless
transition, and direct data-access, notwithstanding remote data-content.
Combinations of novel interaction techniques are realised, being combined
under a single interface. The data-content, originates from simulation and
experimental scientific fields of study. The MMSs advanced have been actively
used to cover presentation requirements, in addressing both industrial and
academic audiences.

1 Introduction
The use of multimedia environments for scientific subject matter is studied, placing
particular emphasis on issues such as, user-interface, data organisation, interactive
data interrogation, and meaningful presentation styles, all united to aid
comprehension and optimisation of industrial process design. To accomplish this, one
appeals to traditional software development stages that involve: specification, design,
implementation and maintenance. ISO 9126 guidelines [1] are adopted to ensure that
basic software requirements are fulfilled. Presentation-mode factors include
functionality, reliability usability and efficiency. These features lead to efficient and
effortless data presentation modes, which guarantee data integrity, along with interdata relationships. Such factors would include maintainability and portability. The
same affect the MMS in the long term, as fresh data are generated, or deployment
onto new platforms. The ISO-14915 [2] compliant Scientific Interactive Multimedia

Model (SIMM) [3] is utilised. This model determines both content- and contextconnectivity and user-interaction. Combined with the Multi-Menus user-interface
construct [4], the model permits efficient MM-development. For this purpose, graphs
are employed [5], hidden from user-view, to aid system design and description of
system performance. SIMM addresses the issue of content- and context-connectivity.
This is achieved through a higher-level of abstraction in the representation of content.
Indexed frames are used for encapsulation, replacing individual media components
with their defining interrelationships. Each frame may contain one or more media
elements, such as text fields, buttons, icons, animations, sounds and images. At this
abstraction level, interrelated content instances may appear either within a single
frame (further connectivity being unnecessary) or across distinct frames. To emulate
connectivity across lower-level content (such as single-streams), frames with a single
media-element may be employed. This approach presents some advantages, over
traditional single-stream based linking. First, low-level content-connectivity is
abstracted, as direct comparison is activated between two or more streams. In-turn,
linkage volume is reduced, by removing redundant links. A second advantage is that
media-components may be referenced individually, whilst residing within a more
general organized structure. In addition, further MM-combinations are permitted. This
may be achieved separately, by being linked to other frames. Furthermore, a frame
containing a title, and a set-of-streams provides immediate identification and
categorisation of content. This introduces an advanced indexing mechanism,
consisting of a frame-index, media-indexes (contained within each frame), and a setof-states (in which a frame and a set-of-media are active). Content-linking is
addressed using a “media-element to frame” referencing procedure. Each mediaelement may be employed as a user-interface construct. Fixed links may either be
programmed directly, or copied across other media-elements, reducing reprogramming of the same links. Additionally, case-based links may be programmed
locally (within frames of a single-MMS), unless external frame-access is necessary.
Combination of the model and scripting, under MMS, supports use of a knowledgebased approach (to dictate link-behaviour).
Mathematical representation is used to describe the model formally. Various
factors render the mathematical representation advantageous over alternative
algorithmic forms. As a consequence, the set/functional representation chosen may be
modeled algorithmically, to enable automated presentation-construction and
verification. Accessibility and systematically-organised data-categorisation are crucial
issues here. In this respect, graphs are utilised to implement each MMS, programmed
to reflect optimised system performance. A system is defined as responding
optimally, when data-access may be achieved through a pre-established minimum
number of search steps. Content-based architectures are employed [3] that vary from
study to study, according to data-type and dictates. Multi-menus, as such, are
classified as a user-interface construction structure. These are linked directly to the
underlying SIMM of an MMS. In this respect, visual media components (icons,
streams, text) are used as a link-to-frames. When large content-domains are involved,
complications are introduced, due to their unwieldy size and complexity of
connectivity. This may result in numerous system-deficiencies, such as link- or
interface-inconsistency. Therefore, link-management protocols are introduced (at the
developmental stage), to allow consistent replication of frame-connectivity. This is

achieved through the deployment of MM-templates, featuring fully functional
external connectivity (to principal frames). When fresh data-content is appended, use
of an appropriate template, with external links earmarked, reduces programming
effort to amending local-links. Hence, by design, the interface reflects the nature of
the data, using custom-designed components, united in a modular fashion. Interaction
modes are combined, creating new customised higher-order sets, to serve individual
and particular needs. In addition, menu components are merged to aid rapid system
development, using multimedia user-interface objects, with inheritance attributes.
Complete and consistent specification of parent-objects, provides for rapid and
flawless MMS development. Other characteristics include, multi-mode interaction
through the use of “cruise-control” buttons, and deployment across a wide variety of
computer platforms. This last aspect introduces the use of different forms of
communication media, such as WWW, that demand modern efficient streaming
technologies (SHOCKWAVE) [6] and client-server protocols.
The three applied case-studies described, of Reverse Roller Coating [7, 8], Dough
Kneading [9, 10] and Contraction Flows [11, 12], demonstrate the above
characteristics, organisation and functionality. Starting with typical hierarchical menu
structures, appropriate for the representation of sparse data, greater data complexity
has been gradually introduced. This hierarchical structure is extended to its limits, by
incorporating additional links, exhaustively. Finally, this has lead to the
implementation of a new graph-based specification, which enables direct data-access
from a single-menu structure.
Reverse Roller Coating is a two-dimensional investigation, dealing with two
sections of steady-state and transient data, for viscous flows with free-surfaces.
Dough Mixing involves various material systems, wetting and peeling, two and threedimensional data, fully and part-filled geometries, steady and transient flows, various
stirrer adjustments, and both simulated and experimental results. Finally, Contraction
Flows focuses on rheological studies. It involves planar and axisymmetric data, for
four different geometries and five model-viscoelastic fluids, across the maximum
obtainable ranges of fluid-elasticity. Overall, optimal processing windows are sought,
across material systems, process design and operating conditions, through simulation,
experimentation and visualisation. This is brought together and exemplified under the
present MMEs.
The principal aspects of these MMS implementations include: “correct data
categorisation and presentation”, “effortless navigation”, “comparison across
multiple modes” and “direct access to inter-related data, on-demand”. Factors that
have enabled the straightforward implementation of these dynamic MSSs include, the
uniformity of data and the extensive use of object-technology to minimise reprogramming requirements. As a consequence, these factors may impose additional
time-development constraints, due to the increased complexity of implementation.

2 Reverse Roller Coating
A “Reverse Roller Coating” case study has emerged based on the industrial process of
coating aluminium foil with solvent resin. Simulation is employed in this case study

to classify the most significant factors that govern the process. In this regard, attention
is paid to a range of roller and foil speeds to investigate process operating windows,
and the corresponding flow and deformation patterns that result. The numerical
simulation of this process has resulted in the creation of a substantial volume of data,
to be interpreted through flow field variables such as pressure, shear-rate and
streamlines. The development of a Reverse-Roller-Coating MMS has adopted two
incremental stages to completion. The first stage covered steady-state scenarios,
whilst the second encompassed transient data. A tree structure was initially utilised to
represent the content organisation. This was converted subsequently to a graph with
sparse connectivity, to deal with selective access to separate branches. The main
menu of options (see Fig. 1), serves a dual purpose: it allows access to separate data
sections, and creates the impression of moving geometrical parts (roller rotation). The
solid modelling representation of the process is achieved through the use of timed
vector graphics, that appear in the form of arrows in perpetual motion.
Backtracking is implemented within each major menu under the main section. A
pre-determined navigational tour through the MMS (forward-search, interactive
display path) is also set, complete with voiceover. By default, this is set as active, to
be actioned per tour-point via a green “cruise-control” button (top-left of screen).
Such a demonstrator display path, serves many purposes: including key-features only,
comprehensive show, or propriety view of data content. Hence, it may encompass and
surpass the show-mode of Microsoft PowerPoint (.PPT), for example. At any tourposition, one may interrupt cruise-control, and digress into available menu options, at
will. Resumption of cruise-control is simply achieved by selection of a recognised
tour-point, and taken up subsequently. Voice-over is appended at specific tour points,
shown, accessed and controlled by slider-bar (VCR), bottom-left of screen in Fig. 1
Many options lead to sub-menus, which utilise multiple presentation modes. One
such, and most important mode, is located within Roller and Foil speed-variation
sections. This mode combines animated streamline results (represented through
Motion Blur (MB) [13], a space filling visualisation technique), and graphs with
embedded interaction. Dynamic parameter adjustment is a feature of this mode. Fig. 2
depicts two instances of this mode, when foil-speed setting has been changed from
100m/min to 500m/min. Note, that the MB and associated plot-indicators are
appropriately adjusted. Problem settings may be selected from the left-vertical menu.
Alternatively, this may be achieved through value selection (dynamic arrow/point
markers) on the centre-screen graphs, in any one particular variable, covering choices
of shear-rate, pressure, lift and drag. Once problem settings have been selected on one
graph, the remaining graph settings and animation (top-screen) are updated,
accordingly.
Other modes of interaction include iconised menus (see Fig. 3), to display
selected, zoomed problem sections, shown centre-screen. An indicator (depicted in
red) highlights the region to be visualised over the iconised geometry (bottomscreen). In addition, a bounding red-box is used to indicate the region visualised insitu (bottom-screen, centre). This visualisation option is accessible from the “Standard
Settings” section.
Other presentation modes include slide-sorter mode, with thumbnails, and
animations. Characteristic of these is the transient example, shown in the two screenshots of Fig. 4. There, movement of the coating-surface is displayed (top-screen) in

animated form, synchronised to the leakage/no-leakage phases of the problem
(enforced at the narrow gap, between roller and foil), and relative to the time-trace
graphs, shown centre-screen. An animated bar line-indicator travels over the pressuresensor graph (top-left of four graphs), keeping pace with the coating surface
movement. Such synchronisation of multi-data types and meaningful data
representation through the MME, is held to significantly aid effective and efficient
problem assimilation.

Fig. 1. Reverse Roller Coating Main Menu (animated)

Fig. 2. Two Motion-Blur instances
The Reverse Roller Coating MMS offers significant improvements over
conventional MM implementations. It combines different modes of presentation and
customised interaction. It may be streamed over the World Wide Web using
streaming technologies (ShockWave and a client-server implementation), that build
frames dynamically, using copied instances of base data. Static data instances, or

streams, are retrieved and delivered on demand. Frame-linking is achieved through
the use of graphs, a feature that simplifies link verification and updates. In this
manner, we observe how simple techniques and modern MM technology can enhance
presentation features and allow multiple presentation modes in an integrated
environment. From the user’s point of view, multiple audiences at different
knowledge levels can be exposed to shared or different sub-sections of the same
environment.

Fig. 3. Iconised menus, with selection and area indicators

Fig. 4. Transient synchronized free-surface animation, slide-sorter mode

3 Dough Kneading
In this multi-media case study, we are concerned with the factors that affect the
optimal design of industrial dough kneading procedures and equipment (Fig. 5).
Industrial dough mixing devices have a number of features that enhance their
effectiveness and running performance. This includes dual stirrers and baffles at the
outer-vessel wall. These features introduce additional computational complexity into
the modelling. The process as a whole was investigated in a systematic manner, via
dual simulation and experimentation studies, using simple model-mixers and modelfluids. The intricacy increased incrementally, as increasingly more complex fluids and
mixer settings were introduced.

Fig. 5. Dough Mixing/Kneading MMS: model mixer, states of mixing, and final
baked product.
The case study involves non-uniform data and an advanced implementation of
interactive “Multi-Menu” constructs (Fig. 6). In addition, the data originated, from
both experimentation and simulation sources, created by different groups that lacked
common visualisation standards. Yet, comparative presentation was necessary. The
volume of data is much larger than that for the Reverse Roller Coating case-study.
Data complexities are defined as the set of relations held between MM frames. Each
frame, itself contains a set of cast members, classified as a single data instance. The
MME allows synchronisation and comparative presentation in multiple modes. It
features the attribute of “variable priority”. This arises, typically, when the current
display is relevant for a particular variable-geometry combination and a switch of
geometry (or variable) is requested. Then, the display inherits the variable tag for the
fresh geometry choice.
A hierarchical structure is utilised to categorise the data, based on model
adjustment, (use of customised multi-menus) and navigational graphs. This enables
direct access to related data, and efficient search paths to other data sections. The
multi-menu satellite options (left-screen menu) carry four different facets of the study
per geometry option: covering variation in fluid-type, vessel-rotation speed, planeheight, and vessel or stirrer-rotation settings. Adjustment to vessel-orientation and
part-filled vessel results can be accessed via the bottom-left horizontal set of four
menu options.

Fig. 6. Two-stirrer eccentric setting, with 2D/3D simulated and experimental data
Experimental and simulated results may be combined together within the same
frame, or accessed sequentially. Fig. 7 depicts a characteristic instance, that involves
the computed prediction of the free surface, against the equivalent experimental
observation. Interactive cross-referencing, to different rotation-speed settings and
related information, is implemented through the iconised options bottom-screen.
Current selection is indicated dynamically by icon colorisation.
Simultaneous comparison, of experimental observations and numerical
predictions from simulation, is available in animated mode, within a single frame.
With single-stirrer, concentric location, and vessel-rotating, line-graphs of surface
profile are employed to reflect fluid-surface positions at different speeds,
comparatively and against simulation, as shown in Fig. 8 (lower image, centralscreen). The particle-seeded images from the simulation data set are displayed in Fig.
8 (steady-state, animated, right image). This is viewed from a fixed angle, towards the
centre of the vessel, demonstrating the same surface characteristics as those in the
experimental image. This technique elucidates the surface in a meaningful manner,
that is assimilated easily by the observer.
In addition, data is included on viscoelastic materials, approximating the
characteristics of dough systems. Results are available for one and two-stirrer
instances, and for one-stirrer, three different stirrer-shape options: full-stirrer, halfhorizontal and half-vertical. Here, as computational complexity rises significantly,
data have been produced using high-performance computing (HPC) through
distributed parallel processing. General presentation slides, relating to the parallel
algorithmic implementation, can be accessed from within the viscoelastic section, and

the main menu. The viscoelastic component of the MME can be accessed from both
one and two-stirrer iconic multi-menus (viscous section). Viscoelastic results derived
may be compared across different model fluids and geometries. Such comparison is
activated, upon selection of the “Viscoelastic” option within the “Multi-Menu”
construct; or alternatively, from the “Viscoelastic” icon (main-menu). Field colourcontours for filled one-stirrer and two-stirrers eccentric cases are displayed, directly
upon selection. This covers variables of shear-rate, pressure and stresses, radial stress
trr, hoop stress tqq, and shear-stress trq, as shown in Fig. 9. The results range across
five different choices of fluid model, offering rheological variation: LPPT (0.02),
LPPT (0.025), EPTT (0.02), EPTT (0.025) and OLDROYD-B. The first four models
follow notation that implies Phan-Thien/Tanner models (PTT), of linear (L) or
exponential (E) form. The MMS allows direct access to any stirrer setting, fluidmodel and variable, through the use of the bottom-screen-menu, and icon options.
This mode of interaction enables the selection of different models, to coincide with
the display of field variables for the chosen flow. The consequence of fluid-model
selection and rheology, is made immediately apparent.

Fig. 7. Part-filled scenario horizontal setting, comparison of simulation and
experiment

Fig. 8. Simulation-experiment comparison, within and across different MM frame settings

The multi-menu has been adjusted within this section to reflect the changes in
associated data. The original menu-icon, two-stirrer with baffles geometry (top-left),
has now been replaced with a new iconised option. This icon reflects all-stirrer
shapes.

Increasing data complexity introduces a series of side-effects, connected with
MMS specification, development and interaction. When the current case-study is
compared with previous MM implementations (see Reverse Roller Coating) a
different range of issues becomes apparent. These aspects are introduced mainly due
to the nature and complexity of the data, and the dependencies that this introduces.
Large volumes of non-uniform data that originate from multiple sources (experiment
and simulation; static and transient; in the form of slides or animated clips) are made
available. In addition, the research path may follow an open specification. In
developmental mode, such aspects introduce: large graphs that cannot be fully
specified in advance; unpredictable graph structures; combinations of sub-graphs and
sub-trees within the same MMS; the number of links between the frames multiplies in
size and non-hierarchical development is introduced.

Fig. 9. Stirrer adjustment frame; with voiceover, multiple cruise-controls; and two
multi-menu instances: geometry (left-screen) and fluid-model (bottom-screen).
These factors can affect the correctness of the MMS, as link-inheritance is
difficult to implement. Customised multi-menus are required to enable efficient
navigation. Within interaction-mode, complexity is introduced, as the diversity of data
demands different presentation styles. For example, static slides, images and transient
data, all demand different presentation modes. A solution to this problem is given
either by emulating existing presentation styles (slide-sorter/show), or creating fresh
ones to accommodate individual needs. A characteristic example is the slide-sorter
mode for static slides. Finally, pre-defined navigational tours are provided to deal
with large volumes of data and to address such human psychological issues as ‘stage-

fright’ (human performance degradation, loss of memory), encountered upon live
public-audience display and presentation.

4 Contraction Flows
Contraction flows occur widely in the industrial context, in processes such as
extrusion, injection moulding and coating. These arise in the polymer and foodprocessing industries. Under contraction flows, the MMS case study is designed to
accommodate the dynamically expanding needs of an on-going research study. Fig.
10, displays two starting configurations of the MMS: left, for the animated interactive
section; and right, a static mode, relating to historical aspects of the field.

Fig. 10. Left, MMS with animated indicators for geometry or model selection. Right,
static slide-sorter mode, accessible through “Historical Review” link.

Fig. 11. Left: signle-model rounded-corner MB animation. Right: static line contours for a
comparison of geometries with slide-sorter icons (bottom-screen)

This particular simulation study has generated a plethora of data: numerical
results for five different fluid-models, each for four geometry types, in static and
animated modes, and up to limiting elasticity parameter (We) values. These results
are realised in a variety of formats: as animated streams using Motion-Blur
visualisation and animation algorithms, or plotted as static contour images indicating
specific solution features, such as vortex shape (Fig. 11).

These basic visualisation components are assembled and organised into valid
combinations within the MMS. Furthermore, various other rheological data, relating
to fluid/flow properties, or numerical discretisation information, may be retrievable
on-demand within the MMS (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. Left: a MB instance with rheological data. Right: comparison of animated MB
instances for same fluid, different geometries.

Fig. 13. Left: Animated comparison for five geometries (single fluid). Right: Animated
comparison for five model-fluids (single geometry).

To realise these features, advanced data-access technology has been implemented
within this MMS. These techniques allow “on-demand” interaction with data; an
extremely valuable feature, when considering the complexity and use of the case
study. The separate presentation frames are organised, into a network (graph) of
nodes, equipped with associated interrelationships between the nodes [5]. All valid
inter-data combinations (for single geometries, pairs or groups; or likewise, fluids) are
made available on-demand (Fig. 13). This process facilitates data evaluation, without
manual re-organisation, and enables the identification of flow characteristics to
emerge naturally, through parameter-adjustment (now automated).
In contrast to previous case studies, some unique characteristics are introduced in
this current case-study. The first characteristic is related to the large volume of data
sets introduced. These expand dynamically, with fresh research aspects. This requires
an open, object-oriented MMS design, and expandable underlying organisation
structures (graphs). In previous examples sited, additional sub-graphs or tree substructures were created to accommodate further data. This introduces torturous search

paths to locate specific data, where the user may have to navigate through a
hierarchical set of options to locate the required information (similar to WWWnavigation). The current MMS approach avoids this aspect, by linking graphs together
to form a super-graph. To the end-user, this corresponds to a single, constantly
visible, dynamically-adjusting, multi-menu representation of the underlying graph.
The resultant multi-menu consists of different units, multiply-linked together. For
example, a unit contains all single-fluid models (Fig. 10-left shows two units,
geometries top-left and model-fluids top centre). A separate unit contains the
combinations between the models, integrated into the same structure. The units are
combined into larger, more complicated multi-graphs, so that both graphs are
available within a single frame, concurrently (Fig. 13-right, model-fluids (top-centre)
with full options). This technique allows the expansion of the interactive menu, upon
introduction of new data, in a customise manner. In addition, access to such data is
enabled in a minimum number of steps.
A second characteristic is related to internal data organisation. The main
requirement is to present the data as individual units (single model-fluid, for a singlegeometry choice). Additional, valid combinations must also be accessed
(combinations of two or all fluids, for a single-geometry; combination of two or all
geometries, for a single-fluid). This, when implemented within proprietory software,
would require manual data organisation into specific combinations: an exponentially
explosive, time-consuming task to cover all combinations. Presentation of the
combinations in sequence (main, interaction mode) is again a difficult task. Even with
a main-menu organisation (say in .PPT style), backtracking through the menu is
necessary to access consecutive combinations.
Within the current MMS, all valid combinations are generated and linked
dynamically through the interface, upon request. Parameter adjustment is user-driven.
This enables direct data accessibility, with single option selection, for change of
geometry and/or fluid, or in worst-case scenario, using a two-stage selection (for a
new geometry and a new model fluid). Hence, the MMS is programmed to recognise
current selection and adjusts the multi-menu to link only to related data. This process
is transparent to the user, being hidden behind the uniform interface. A third
characteristic is the parallel presentation of different result types on demand. These
are selected from a palette of options; the end process consists of two stages. The first
stage is to plot the additional data in combination with the animated data stream,
within the same frame. If more detail is required, an additional mode is provided, in
the form of slide sorters utilising thumbnail slides. Therefore, data can be presented
comparatively to enhance the comprehension of flow characteristics, or separately, in
a more detailed manner. A fourth, and final, characteristic is the need for different
presentation sections, classified under different priority levels, but that may be raised
as so desired. This is made possible via graphs and by specifying interaction rules, to
allow customised system-response on user-choice.

5 Conclusions
Three multimedia case studies have been considered, each of industrial relevance, and
displaying gradual increase in data complexity. It has been shown how MMEs can be

utilised to design and implement, interactive systems, to cover demanding contentrequirements for various target audiences. Such design is achieved through rapid
prototyping techniques and a combined user-interface/user-interaction model. The
benefits are many fold: multiple uses for a single MMS, utilising identical
implementation through different modes of interaction, various navigational options
via cruise controls, fully-interactive and combination of modes. Delivery across a
range of media becomes practical through MME, and with the advent of integrated
environments, that support varied interactive modes, only a single version need be
developed.
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